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WORLD CLASS COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

EDGAR FILING SERVICE

EDGAR FILING SERVICES
MZ EDGAR Filing service (“MZ Direct”) offers exactly what you need in a compliance
solution: proven quality combined with an efficient and simple process.
MZ has a state-of-the-art technology infrastructure and the best client service
standards in the industry.
MZ’s dedicated team is at your disposal, 24 hours a day, with unmatched expertise in
document conversion and filing with the SEC.
To understand why our clients choose MZ as their EDGAR filling partner, send us your
next electronic filing* for a FREE conversion and submission to evaluate our service.
All you need to do is send your document to mzdirect@mz-ir.com with the title “MZ
DIRECT” and our staff will get in touch with you promptly. We make EDGAR filing easy.
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Why MZ Direct?
MZ works directly with public companies as well as providing the SEC filing solution for
some of the world’s leading law firms. Advantages of MZ Direct include:
» Competitive prices and payment terms
»Multilingual service - English, Spanish, Portuguese
» 24-hour assistance at no additional charge
» No extra charge for minor alterations
* Service includes conversion of one document containing a maximum of 30 pages

» No extra charge for tabular pages or graph insertion
» No extra charge for a conversion from a PDF file
» FREE draft version and FREE TEST filing
» FREE conversion to PDF format
» Fixed price for large documents with unlimited author’s alterations (ie: 20-Fs)
To quote a job or to learn more about MZ Direct services email us at mzdirect@mz-ir.com
or call 212-813-2975 in the US or +55 (11) 3529-3780 in other countries.

About MZ Group
MZ Group is a multinational company and the world’s largest independent investor
relations consulting firm, providing one-stop-shop financial, corporate governance,
applied technology and integrated corporate communications services.
Established in 1999, MZ Group focuses on innovation and customized client service
with its unique IR business model. With offices in New York, Chicago, São Paulo,
Hong Kong, Beijing andTaipei, MZ Group currently has over 250 professionals
serving more than 500 clients in 10 countries.
MZ Group’s services include: planning and implementing global investor relations
programs, market intelligence and database,structuring companies for IPOs, IR
applied technology, corporate governance practices, corporate communications
and the exclusive Online General Meetings (www.onlinegeneralmeetings.com).
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MZIlios is a provider of capital markets intelligence and shareholder analytics.
With a relentless focus on accurately identifying shareholders for publicly traded
companies on a dynamic basis, MZIlios quickly delivers to its clients detailed and
accurate shareholder ownership information.
MZIlios combines a leading proprietary database developed for accurately tracking
shareholder movements, a robust network of investor contacts, seasoned research
analysts with an average of 10 years of industry experience in navigating the
nuances of shareholder identification, and an award winning database and CRM
tool (irNavigator – www.irnavigator.com) that is fast and intuitive.

